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Abstract We present an advanced equation assembly
module which has been developed for the simulation of
semiconductor devices based on the Finite Boxes dis-
cretization scheme and is currently used in the general
purpose device and circuit simulator MINIMOS-NT. Such
simulations require the solution of a specific set of
nonlinear partial differential equations which are dis-
cretized on a grid. The resulting nonlinear problem is
solved by a damped Newton algorithm that demands the
solution of a linear equation system at each step. The
presented module is responsible for assembling these
systems and takes into account several requirements of
the simulation process. The underlying concepts, namely
the representation of boundary conditions, physically
motivated variable transformation, preelimination and
numerical conditioning, are presented together with
some examples.
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1 Introduction

The Finite Boxes discretization method is employed in
various kinds of numerical tools and simulators for fast

and accurate solution of nonlinear partial differential
equation (PDE) systems. The resulting discretized
problem is then usually solved by damped Newton
iterations which require the solution of a linear equation
system at each step. The extensibility and effectiveness of
any simulator highly depends on the capabilities of the
core modules responsible for handling the linear equa-
tion systems. We present an advanced equation assem-
bly module which has been implemented in the device
and circuit simulator MINIMOS-NT.

MINIMOS-NT [1] is a general purpose device and cir-
cuit simulator that has been developed at the institute
for microelectronics over a period of 12 years. Besides
the basic semiconductor equations [2], several different
types of transport equations can be solved. Among these
are the hydrodynamic equations which capture hot-
carrier transport [3, 4], a six moments transport model
[5], the lattice heat flow equation to cover thermal effects
like self-heating [6], and the circuit equations to connect
single devices to a circuit [7], both electrically and ther-
mally. Furthermore, various interface and boundary
conditions are taken care of, which include ohmic and
Schottky contacts, thermionic field emission over and
tunneling through various kinds of barriers. This de-
mands a sophisticated system handling the equation
assembly, in order to keep the simulator design flexible.
To implement such a system, the requirements will be
identified and generalized.

A crucial aspect is also the requirement of assembling
and solving complex-valued linear equation systems.
For that reason the module is able to handle both real-
valued and complex-valued contributions and systems.

2 The analytical problem

In order to analyze the electronic properties of an
arbitrary semiconductor structure under all kinds of
operating conditions, the effects related to the transport
of charge carriers under the influence of external fields
must be modeled. In MINIMOS-NT carrier transport can
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be treated by the drift-diffusion and the hydrodynamic
transport models.

Both models are based on the semiclassical Boltz-
mann transport equation, which is a time-dependent
partial integro-differential equation in the six-dimen-
sional phase space. By the so-called method of moments
this equation can be reduced to an infinite series of
equations. Keeping only the zero and first order moment
equations (with proper closure assumptions) yields the
basic semiconductor equations. Considering two addi-
tional moments gives the hydrodynamic model [8].

The basic semiconductor equations, as given by
Vanroosbroeck [9], consist of the Poisson equation, the
continuity equations for electron and holes as well as the
current relations for both carrier types. The unknown
quantities of this equation system are the electrostatic
potential, w, and the electron and hole concentrations, n
and p, respectively. C Denotes the net concentration of
the ionized dopants, e is the dielectric permittivity of the
semiconductor, and R is the net recombination rate. The
heat-flow equation and thus the lattice temperature TL is
added to account for thermal effects. In the hydrody-
namic case the carrier temperatures are allowed to be
different from the lattice temperature, adding two more
quantities, which are the electron and hole temperatures
Tn and Tp.

Basically, a device structure can be divided into sev-
eral segments to enable simulation of advanced hetero-
structures and to properly account for all conditions
(which may cause very abrupt changes) at the contacts
and interfaces between these segments, respectively. See
Fig. 1 for an illustration of this concept. Every segment
represents an independent domain D in one, two, or
three dimensions where the PDEs are posed. the equa-
tions are implicitly formulated for a quantity x as
F(x)=0 and termed control functions. In order to fully
define the mathematical problem, suitable boundary

conditions for contacts, interfaces, and external surfaces
have to be applied.

Generally, such a system cannot be solved analyti-
cally, and the solution must be calculated by means of
numerical methods. This approach normally consists of
three tasks:

1. The domain D is partitioned into a finite number of
subdomains Di, in which the solution can be
approximated with a desired accuracy.

2. The PDE system is approximated in each of the
subdomains by algebraic equations. The unknown
functions are approximated by functions with a given
structure. Hence, The unknowns of the algebraic
equations are approximations of the continuous
solutions at discrete grid points in the domain. Thus,
generally a large system of nonlinear, algebraic
equations is obtained with unknowns comprised of
approximations of the unknown functions at discrete
points.

3. The third task is to derive a solution of the unknowns
of the nonlinear algebraic system. In the best case an
exact solution of this system can be obtained, which
represents a good approximation of the solution of
the analytically formulated problem (which cannot be
solved exactly). The quality of the approximation
depends on the fineness of the partitioning into sub-
domains as well as on the suitability of the approxi-
mating functions.

For the derivation of the discrete problem several
methods can be applied. We deal here with point resid-
ual methods: the Finite Difference method based on
rectangular grids or the Finite Boxes (box integration)
method allowing general unstructured grids. In the case
of orthogonal rectangular grids both methods yield the
same discretization.
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the
segment concept: simple diode
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3 Discretization

Nonlinear partial differential equations of second order
can appear in three variants: elliptic, parabolic, and
hyperbolic PDEs. The Poisson equation as well as the
steady-state continuity equations form a system of
elliptic PDEs, whereas the heat-flow equation is para-
bolic. To completely determine the solution of an
elliptic PDE boundary conditions have to be specified.
Since parabolic and hyperbolic PDEs describe evolu-
tionary processes, time normally is an independent
variable and an initial condition is additionally re-
quired. Hence, also the transient continuity equations
are parabolic.

Applying the Finite Boxes discretization scheme [2]
the equations are integrated over a control volume
(subdomain, usually obtained by a voronoi tesselation)
Di which is associated with the grid point Pi. For this
grid point a general equation for the quantity x is
implicitly given as

f S
xi
¼
X

j
Fxi;j þ Gi ¼ 0; ð1Þ

Where j runs over all neighboring grid points in the same
segment, Fxi;j is the flux between points i and j, and Gi is
the source term (see Fig. 2).

grid points on the boundary ¶D are defined as having
neighbor grid points in other segments. Thus, (1) Does
not represent the complete control function fx, Since all
contributions of fluxes into the contact or the other
segment are missing. For that reason, the information
for these boxes has to be completed by taking the
boundary conditions into account. Common boundary
conditions are the dirichlet condition, which specifies the
solution on the boundary ¶D, The Neumann condition,
which specifies the normal derivative, and the linear
combination of these conditions giving an intermediate
type:

n � grad xþ rx ¼ d: ð2Þ

Generally, the form of these conditions depends on
the respective boundary models, and the conditions of
which depend on the interior information. For that
reason, the equation assembly is often performed in a
coupled way, causing complicated modules. For in-
stance, it is absolutely necessary to differ between inte-
rior and boundary points. Considering a general
tetrahedron, there exist many kinds of boundary points
(depending on the number of edges involved), which
have to be treated separately. This leads to a compli-
cated implementation of the models and can make
simplifications necessary. Thus, due to organizational
and implementational issues this form of coupling
should be avoided.

More complex models with exponential interdepen-
dency between the solution variables such as thermionic
field emission interface conditions [10, 11] have also been
implemented.

A method has been under development to imple-
ment segment models calculating the interior fluxes
and their derivatives independently of the boundary
models. The segment models do not have to differen-
tiate the point type, they do not even have to care
about the boundary model used. The assembly system
is responsible for combining all relevant contributions
by using the information given by the boundary
models.
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Fig. 2 Box i with six neighbors

Fig. 3 Splitting of interface points: Interface points as given in a
are split into three different points having the same geometrical
coordinates b
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3.1 Interface conditions

To account for complex interface conditions, grid points
located at the boundary of the segments (see Fig. 3a)
Have three values, one for each segment (see Fig. 3b)
and a third point located directly at the interface which
can be used to formulate more complicated interface
conditions like e.g., interface charges. However, to
simplify notation these interface values will be omitted
in our discussion and only the two interface points, i and
i¢, are used.

basically, the two (incomplete) equations f S
xi
and f S

xi0
are completed by adding the missing boundary fluxes
Fxi;i0 :

fxi ¼ f S
xi
þ Fxi;j0 ¼ 0; ð3Þ

fxi0 ¼ f S
xi0
þ Fxi;j0 ¼ 0: ð4Þ

The intermediate type of interfaces Eq. (2) and thus
also the two other types of interfaces are generally given
in linearized form by:

aðxi � bxi0 þ cÞ ¼ Fxi;i0 ; ð5Þ

a, b, and c are linearized coefficients, Fxi;i0 represents the
flux over the interface. The three types of interfaces
differ in the magnitude of a.

In the case of an arbitrary splitting of a homogenous
region into different segments, the boundary models
have to ensure that the simulation results remain un-
changed. By adding Equations 4 to 3, the box of grid
point Pi can be completed and the boundary flux is
eliminated. The merged box is now valid for both grid
points, for that reason the respective equation can be
used not only for grid point Pi, but also for Pi‘.

Whereas the segment models assemble the so-called
segment matrix, the interface models are responsible for
assembling and configuring the interface system con-
sisting of a boundary and special-purpose transforma-
tion matrix. New equations based on (Eq. 5) can be
introduced into the boundary matrix without any limi-
tations on a, thus from 0 (Neumann) to ¥ (Dirichlet).
The interface models are also responsible for configuring
the transformation matrix to combine the segment and
boundary matrix correctly. Depending on the interface
type there are two possibilities:

– Dirichlet boundaries are characterized by a fi ¥.
Thus, the implicit equation xi = b xi‘ � c can be used
as substitute equation. As these equations are nor-
mally not diagonally dominant they have a negative
impact on the condition number and are configured to
be preeliminated (see Sect. 5. 4).

– For the other types (explicit boundary conditions)
the boundary flux is simply added to the segment
fluxes. In the case of a large a, the transformation
matrix could be used to scale the entries by 1/a
because of the preconditioner used in the solver
module (see Sect. 5).

Note, that all interface-dependent information is
administrated by the respective interface model only.

As an additional feature, the transformation matrix
can be used to calculate several independent boundary
quantities by combining the specific boundary value
with the segment entries (also in the case of Dirichlet
boundaries). For example, the dielectric flux over the
interface is calculated as

P
i f S

xi
and introduced as a

solution variable because some interface models require
the cross-interface electric field strength to determine
tunnel processes. Calculation of the normal electric field
is thus trivial. Note that this is not the case when the
normal component of the electric field ~En has to be
calculated using neighboring points when unstructured
two- or three-dimensional grids are used.

See Fig. 4 for an illustration of these concepts. The
transformations are set up to combine the various seg-
ment contributions with the boundary system.

3.2 Boundary conditions

Contacts are handled in a similar way to interfaces.
However, in the contact segment there is only one var-
iable available for each solution quantity (xC). Note that
contacts are represented by spacial multi-dimensional
segments. Furthermore, all fluxes over the boundary are
handled as additional solution variables FC (e.g., Con-
tact charge QC for Poisson equation, contact electron
current InC for the electron continuity equations, or HC

as the contact heat flow).
For explicit boundary conditions one gets

fxi ¼ f S
xi
þ Fxi;C ¼ 0; ð6Þ

fFC
¼ FC þ

X
i
f S

xi
¼ 0; ð7Þ

with i running over all segment grid points.
At Schottky contacts explicit boundary conditions

apply. The semiconductor contact potential ws is fixed

zero

Dirichlet

Other
zero

Boundary + Trans

m1 + i1

m2 + i2

b + i1 + i2

b + i1 + i2

s1

s2

Complete Segment

substitute2 = s2

incomplete1 = i1

incomplete2 = i2

boundary = b

boundary = b

missing1 = m1

missing2 = m2

substitute1 = s1

incomplete1 = i1

incomplete2 = i2

Fig. 4 The complete equations are a combination of the boundary
and the segment system. This combination is controlled by the
transformation matrix and depends on the interface type
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and given as the difference of the metal quasi-Fermi level
(which is specified by the contact voltage wC) and the
metal workfunction difference potentialwwf.

ws ¼ wC � wwf; where wwf ¼ �
Ew

q
: ð8Þ

The difference between the conduction band energy
EC and the metal workfunction energy gives the work-
function difference energy Ew which is the barrier height
of the Schottky contact.

For dirichlet boundary conditions one gets

fxi ¼ xC � hðxiÞ ¼ 0; ð9Þ

fFC
¼ FC þ

X
i
f S

xi
¼ 0: ð10Þ

here, xC is the boundary value of the quantity, which is a
solution variable, whereas (Eq. 10) is used as constitutive
relation for the actual flow over the boundary FC.

For example, at ohmic contacts simple Dirichlet
boundary conditions apply. the contact potential ws, the
carrier contact concentrations ns and ps, and in the
hydrodynamic simulation case, the contact carrier tem-
peratures Tn and Tp are fixed. the metal quasi-Fermi
level (which is specified by the contact voltage wC) is
equal to the semiconductor quasi-fermi level. with the

constant built-in potential wbi (calculated after [12]), the
contact potential at the semiconductor boundary reads

ws ¼ wC þ wbi: ð11Þ

For Neumann boundaries the flux over the boundary is
zero hence the equation assembled by the segment model
is already complete.

3.2.1 Separate contact variables

Having a separate solution variable for the contact
voltage avoids numerical problems with large arguments
of the bernoulli function B. Using a Scharfetter–Gum-
mel discretization scheme [13] the expression for the
current between two grid points i and j reads

Ii;j¼C1ðBðDÞnj�Bð�DÞniÞx with D¼C2ðwj�wiÞþC3

ð12Þ

with Ci being material parameters. Applying the contact
voltage directly to the boundary grid point could cause
large arguments of B and hence numerical problems.
This is avoided by having a separate variable for the
contact voltage. At the beginning of the iteration pro-
cedure the constitutive relation for wC is violated and
will only successively be adapted which guarantees
numerical stability (see Fig. 5).

The generalized boundary condition is the constitu-
tive relation for the contact potential wC and reads:

fwC
¼ awC þ bIC þ cQC � d ¼ 0; ð13Þ

where QC is the contact charge and IC ¼ inC þ ipC þ
@QC=@t the contact current. it should be noted that all
these quantities are solution variables which are directly
available.

4 Solving of the nonlinear system

MINIMOS-NT organizes the solving of the nonlinear, but
discretized control functions f=0 using a damped new-
ton algorithm (k is the number of the iteration step) [2]:

jk � xkþ1 ¼ fðvkÞ; ð14Þ

vkþ1 ¼ vk þ Fdx
kþ1; ð15Þ

J ¼ � @f
@v
; ð16Þ

where J is the jacobian matrix, f(v) the residual and x the
update or correction vector (solution vector of the linear
system) that is then used to calculate the next solution
vector v of the Newton approximation. To avoid over-
shoot of the solution several damping schemes suggested
by Deuflhard [14] or Bank and Rose [15] are providing a
damping factor Fd. For each Newton iteration step a
linear equation system AÆ x= b has to be assembled and
solved.

Fig. 5 Effect of a separate potential variable on the initial guess of
the potential: a with a separate potential variable the potential stays
smooth inside the semiconductor region. b directly applying the
contact potential gives a large discontinuity of the potential
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4.1 Key demands on the assembly module

The key demands on the assembly module (class) can be
summarized as follows:

1. Application programming interface providing meth-
ods for

• – Adding values to the segment system
• – Adding values to the boundary system
• – Adding values to the transformation matrix
• – Deleting equations
• – Setting elimination flags
• – Administration of priority information

2. Row transformation: linear combination of rows to
extinguish large entries (see Sect. 5. 2).

3. Variable transformation: reduce the coupling of the
semiconductor equations (see Sect. 5. 3).

4. Preelimination: eliminate problematic equations by
gaussian elimination to improve the condition of the
inner system matrix (see Sect. 5. 4).

5. Call of specific plug-ins for

• – Scaling: since a threshold value (tolerance) is used
to decide whether to keep or skip an entry, the
preconditioner used (incomplete-LU Factoriza-
tion) requires a system matrix having entries of the
same order of magnitude (see Sect. 5. 5).

• – Sorting: reduction of the bandwidth of a matrix to
reduce the fill-in (see Sect. 5. 5).

• – Solving the linear equation system (see Sect. 5. 6).

The input of the assembly module are the contribu-
tions of the various segment and boundary models
implemented in the simulator. The assembly module
compiles these values to a linear equation system, which
is subsequently transformed in order to improve the
condition of the system matrix.

For some simulations, for example derivation of the
complex-valued admittance matrix, several linear equa-
tion systems differ only in the right-hand-side vector.
Thus, the effort for assembling, compiling, preeliminat-
ing, sorting, scaling and factorizing of the system matrix
actually has to be done only once - and this factored
matrix could then be used for all RHS-vectors. For that
reason the module is able to simultaneously assemble
several RHS vectors.

A plug-in concept has been implemented for scaling,
sorting and solving the inner linear equation system,
making it possible to adapt or replace these modules
easily. The sorting and scaling modules get the system
matrix on input and return the sorting and scaling
(diagonal) matrices which are then applied by the
assembly module. The solver module gets the system
matrix and all RHS vectors on input and returns the
solution vectors of all inner linear equation systems.

After reverting all transformations and backsubsti-
tuting the preeliminated equations, the output of the
assembly module is the complete solution vector
(or vectors in case of multiple right-hand-side vec-

tors). In addition, the right-hand-side vector(s) are re-
turned which can be used for various norm calculations.

5 Description of the assembly module

MINIMOS-NT consists of two separate modules respon-
sible for assembling and solving linear equation systems:

1. The assembly module which is directly accessed by
the implemented physical models of the simulator,
provides an effective application programming
interface, various transformation algorithms and the
preelimination system. In addition, sorting and scal-
ing plug-ins can be called.

2. The solver module which is plugged into the
assembly module, is responsible for solving the so-
called inner linear equation system. The module
currently used provides a direct (gaussian) method
and two iterative solver schemes, BICGSTAB [16] and
GMRES(m) [17]. Although this work is about the
assembly module, a short review of the solver
module is given in Sect. 6.

A schematic review of the complete concept is given in
Fig. 6. In the upper left corner the Newton iteration
control of MINIMOS-NT is represented. The inputs of the
assembly module are the contributions of the various
segment and boundary models implemented in the sim-
ulator, which are subsequently called. Following the so-
lid lines beginning at the interface, the four matrices Tb,
As, Ab, and Tv (see Sect. 5.1) are assembled by using a
specific flexible sparse storage class. All diagonal ele-
ments are stored in one array, and the off-diagonals, the
positions of which are not known in advance, in a bal-
anced binary tree for each row, sorted by column. This
allows flexible adding of all entries of the sparse matrices.
These structure are then converted to the modified sparse
compressed row (MCSR) format [18] and are compiled
resulting in the complete linear system, which is preeli-
minated to obtain the inner and the outer system.

The inner one is sorted, scaled, and finally passed
to the solver module. After the solution has been
calculated, scaling and sorting have to be reversed and
the preeliminated equations are solved back. The
Newton adjustment levels (dashed lines) reuse already
existing MCSR structures, which reduces the assem-
bling effort: the balanced trees may be skipped com-
pletely, and during compilation and preelimination
much simpler functions (bold boxes) can be used than
in the conventional mode (bold boxes with slash). In
the next section each step will be described with more
details.

5.1 Assembly of the complete linear equation system

The semiconductor device is divided into several seg-
ments that are geometrical regions employing a distinct
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set of models. The implementation of each model is
completely independent of other models and each model
is basically allowed to enter its contributions to the
linear equation system. All boundary and interface is-
sues are completely separated from the general segment
models, which are represented by assembly structures
for the boundary system which are independent of the
segment ones.

Thus, the system matrix A or Jacobian matrix will be
assembled from two parts, namely the direct part Ab

(boundary models) and the transformed part As (seg-
ment models). The latter is multiplied by the row
transformation matrix Tb from the left before contrib-
uting to the system matrix A. The right hand side vector
B is treated the same way:

A ¼ Ab þ Tb � As; ð17Þ
b ¼ bb þ Tb � bs; ð18Þ

A � x ¼ b: ð19Þ

Although in principle every model is allowed to add
entries to all components, the assembly module checks
two prerequisites before actually entering the value:
first, the quantity the value belongs to is marked to be
solved (the user may request only a subset of all pro-
vided models) and secondly the priority of the model is
high enough to modify the row transformation prop-
erties. As stated before, the row transformation is used
to complete missing fluxes in boundary boxes. Since a
grid point can be part of more than two segments, a

ranking using a priority has been introduced. For
example, contact models have usually the highest pri-
ority and thus their contributions are always used for
completion.

All three matrices Ab, As, and Tb and the two vectors
bb and bs may be assembled simultaneously, so no
assembly sequence has to be adhered to. In addition, a
fourth matrix Tv is assembled which contains informa-
tion for an additional variable transformation (see Sect.
5. 3).

During the assembling process, all contributions are
added to values stored in balanced binary trees. After
the assembly is finished, these trees are converted to the
sparse matrix format MCSR since all necessary mathe-
matical operations are defined for these structures. The
analogous, column oriented MCSC format is used to
speed up column deleting required by the transforma-
tion matrix.

During the Newton iterations the structural config-
uration of these matrices is not modified very often (e.g.,
on enabling more derivatives), thus, the tree assembly
may be skipped and the variables may be entered di-
rectly in the already existing MCSR structures. Hence,
the effort for deleting, tree assembling, reallocating and
converting can be saved which drastically speeding up
the assembly process. However, if an entry in the
structure is missing, the conventional assembly proce-
dure can be easily restarted. The so-called newton
adjustment addresses not only the assembly matrices,
but also the resulting structures of the compilation and
preelimination process. A related feature incorporates

Tv Tb

mcsrTv mcsrAsmcsrAb mcsrTb

Preelimination
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Fig. 6 Schematic assembly overview
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the sorting of the inner system matrix into the preeli-
mination process, which allows to skip the sorting pro-
cess, too.

5.2 Row-transformation

The complete linear equation system is built from an
original system (segment system), which is the main
matrix As and the main right hand side vector bs, both of
them representing cumulated fluxes and their derivatives
to the system variables. Basically, the fluxes are calcu-
lated from segment models which are the models for the
interior of discretized regions. The matrix is a linear
superposition of very small matrices, one for each flux,
with a few non-zero elements only. Consequently, the
same superposition applies for vector bs. All fluxes are
assigned to boxes, a box is in turn assigned to each
variable.

As the control function for a box is defined by the
user, for example being the sum of all fluxes leaving the
box, the fluxes leaving the boxes are entered into the
vector bs in the places appropriate for the variables that
are assigned to the boxes. In the context of the newton
method, matrix As contains the negative derivatives of
the values in bs to the system variables, so that the
change dx in the variables leads to a change �As Æ dv =
dbs in the right hand side. Considering bs as a function of
the variable vector v, one can write:

bs ¼ bsðvÞ; ð20Þ

As ¼ �
dbs

dv
: ð21Þ

The boundary conditions will enforce some special
physical conditions at the boundaries. The control
functions of boxes along the boundary will usually be
completed by the boundary conditions. For example, a
Dirichlet boundary condition will use the dielectric flux
cumulated in the boundary box to calculate the surface
charge on the surface of the adjacent material. The
equation used to calculate the value of the boundary
variable, however, will not always make use of the fluxes
accumulated in the main system.

The boundary conditions are therefore implemented
by two elements: a boundary system (Ab and bb) and a
transformation matrix Tb. The purpose of the matrix Tb

is the forwarding of the fluxes of the main system to their
final destination or their resetting if they are not re-
quired. The system of Ab and bb represents additional or
substitutional parts of the final equation for the vari-
ables at the boundaries. Again, the entries in the matrix
As are the negative derivatives of the right hand side
vector bb to the variable vector v:

bb ¼ bbðvÞ; ð22Þ

Ab ¼ �
dbb

dv
: ð23Þ

The various transformation submatrices for each
kind of boundary condition are summarized in Table 1:

5.2.1 The complete linear system

The full system is assembled from the segment system
and the boundary system in the following way:

b ¼ bb þ Tb � bs; ð24Þ
A ¼ Ab þ Tb � As; ð25Þ
A � x ¼ b; ð26Þ
ðAb þ Tb � AsÞ � x ¼ bb þ Tb � bs: ð27Þ

As stated above, vector x represents a linear change
of the variables vector v. With Eq. 28 and the new
variables vector vn from Eq. 29, the new value bn of the
vector function b(v) will be described by the linear
approximation in equation Eq. 30.

x ¼ dv; ð28Þ
vn ¼ vþ x; ð29Þ

bnðvnÞ ¼ bþ db

dv
� dv ¼ b� A � x ¼ 0: ð30Þ

5.3 Variable transformation

Especially in the case of mixed quantities in the solution
vector, a variable transformation is sometimes helpful to
improve the condition of the linear system. The repre-
sentation chosen here allows to specify fairly arbitrary
variable transformations to be applied to the system.
Basically, a matrix Tv is assembled and multiplied with
the system matrix.

For example, to reduce the coupling of the semicon-
ductor equations and thus improve the condition of the
system matrix, a transformation of the stationary drift-
diffusion model is suggested in [19].

The transformation expressed by matrix Tv is given
by Eq. 31:

ððAb þ Tb � AsÞ � TvÞ � ðT�1v � xÞ ¼ ðbb þ Tb � bsÞ: ð31Þ

For compactness the following substitutions will be
used hereinafter:

Table 1 Transformation submatrices with tx,y as entry in the
transformation matrix

Type Other Dirichlet

Interface tx,y xi xi‘ tx,y xi xi‘
xi 1 0 xi 0 0
xi‘ 0 1 xi‘ 0 0

Contact tx,y xi1 xi2 FC tx,y xi1 xi2 FC

xi1 1 0 0 xi1 0 0 0
xi2 0 1 0 xi2 0 0 0
FC 1 1 0 FC 1 1 0
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~A ¼ ððAb þ T b � AsÞ � T vÞ; ð32Þ
~x ¼ ðT�1v � xÞ; ð33Þ
~b ¼ ðbb þ T b � bsÞ: ð34Þ

5.4 Preelimination

The main matrix As consists of fluxes that will (if the
control functions are correctly assigned to the variables)
satisfy the criterion of diagonal-dominance that is nec-
essary to make the linear equation system solvable with
an iterative solver. The transformations and additional
terms imposed by the boundary conditions may heavily
disrupt this feature both in structural and numerical as-
pects. some of the boundary or interface conditions can
make the full system matrix so ill-conditioned that this
simply prevents iterative linear solvers from converging.

One solution to this problem which occurs only at the
boundary variables that are affected in this way by the
boundary conditions, is to apply gaussian elimination to
these variables/equations before the system is passed on
to the linear solver. After the iterative solver has con-
verged, the eliminated variables are calculated by
backsubstitution into the eliminated equations. This
process is a partial gaussian factorization of the matrix.
Here, it is called preelimination.

Before they can be eliminated, the equations of this
type are sorted to the back of the matrix, together with
their assigned variables. This is done by applying a
permutation matrix P to the linear equation system. The
permutation matrix is calculated automatically on
solving the system. The equation causing a possibly ill
condition have to be marked for preelimination.

The outer system is removed from the linear equation
system and later solved by gaussian elimination, the
inner system (with an improved condition) is passed on
to an iterative solver. See Fig. 7 [12] for an illustration of
this concept.

The resulting system is given by Eq. 35:

ðE � P � ~A � PTÞ � ðP � ~xÞ ¼ ðE � P � ~bÞ: ð35Þ

here, P is the permutation matrix with its inverse equal
to its transposed matrix PT. E is a matrix of elimination
coefficients obtained as the lower matrix L of a gaussian
elimination of the permuted system matrix. E contains
non-zero off-diagonals in the outer parts only, the inner
matrix up to the row/column index that narrows the
section passed to the linear solver is a strict unity
matrix.

5.5 Sorting and scaling of the inner linear equation
system

Matrices arising from the discretization of differential
operators are sparse, because only neighboring points
are considered. To reduce memory consumption, only
the non-zero elements are stored (see MCSR format).
During a factorization of A into an upper and lower
triangular matrix A =L ÆU, additional matrix elements
termed fill-in [2] become non-zero. The profile p(A) is a
measure for this fill-in

pðAÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1
mi; ð36Þ

mi ¼ i�min
ai;j6¼0
ðjÞ; ð37Þ

and the bandwidth of the matrix is maxiðmiÞ: since
storing of p(A) requires additional memory, a transfor-
mation is applied to reduce the bandwidth and thus the
profile. The standard module provided by default ob-
tains the sorting matrix Rs (similar to P) by a Cuthill–
McKee-based algorithm. It contains in each row a single
entry of 1 and is applied in such a way that rows and
columns are equally swapped (to keep the diagonal
dominance).

To provide the (ILU-) preconditioner with a normal-
ized representation of the matrix, a scaling of all values
has to be performed. The standard algorithm used by
default works with a two-stage strategy [20]: In the first
stage, the matrix is scaled such that the diagonal ele-
ments are one. The second stage attempts to suppress
the off-diagonals while keeping the diagonals at unity.
The resulting scaling matrices Sr and Sc are diagonal
matrices, and RT

s equals R�1s : With Ai Æ xi =bi as the
inner system, the effect of sorting and scaling is given in
Eq. 38:

ðSr � ðRT
s � Ai � RsÞ � ScÞ � ðS�1c � ðRT

s � xiÞÞ ¼ Sr � ðRT
s � biÞ:
ð38Þ

5.6 The solver module

The solver module is responsible for calculating the
solution vector of the inner linear equation system pas-
sed by the assembly module. There are several ap-
proaches to obtain this vector: a gaussian solver

System Matrix

R
ow

 I
nd

ex

Permutation Vector

Inner Matrix

Outer Matrix

*

*

*

Fig. 7 All equations marked for preelimination (asterisk) are
moved to the outer system matrix, the others remain in the inner
one
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factorizes the matrix with a complete LU factorization,
followed by a forward and backward substitution. Iter-
ative solvers use successive approximations of this vector
to obtain more accurate solutions to a linear equation
system at each step [1000].

The progress of convergence of an iterative method
depends mainly on the spectrum of the system matrix A.
An important way to handle ill-conditioned matrices
(j(A) � 1) is to precondition the matrix A. Hence,
iterative methods usually determine a second matrix that
transforms the system matrix into one with a better
condition. This second matrix is called a preconditioner
and improves the convergence of the iterative solver. In
the particular case of semiconductor equations, proper
precondition is a must.

After the scaling (providing a normalized system)
there are two main functions involved in iterative solv-
ing: a preconditioner (here Incomplete-LU factorization)
and a iterative equation solver scheme (here either
BICGSTAB or GMRES(m)).

Adding a preconditioner to an iterative solver causes
extra cost, both once for the setup and per iteration for
the algorithm. The trade-off between construction/
application and gain in convergence speed should be
considered. According to [12], a hierarchical concept is
used to minimize the necessary computational time of
this system. This time is mainly influenced by the
parameters fill-in and threshold (tolerance) of the
Incomplete-LU factorization process. These parameters
are administrated by the equation system and adapted
after each solver call, cf. Fig. 8 for an illustration of the
hierarchical concept.

6 Mixed-mode simulation

Several works dealing with circuit simulation using dis-
tributed devices (that are devices for which the semi-
conductor equations are solved) have been published so
far (22–24 or 25). Most publications deal with the cou-
pling of device simulators to SPICE. This results in a
two-level Newton algorithm since the device and circuit
equations are handled subsequently. Each solution of
the circuit equations gives a new operating point for the
distributed devices. The device simulator is called to
calculate the resulting currents and the derivatives of
these currents with respect to the contact voltages. The
other approach is called full-Newton algorithm as it
combines the device and circuit equations into one single
equation system. This equation system is then solved
applying Newton algorithm. In contrast to the two-level
Newton algorithm, where the device and circuit un-
knowns are solved separately in a decoupled manner, the
complete set of unknowns is solved simultaneously.
However, the problem of calculating the device currents
and their derivatives remains. As the device current is
normally calculated in a post-processing step the deriv-
atives are lost and have to be calculated by other tech-
niques which is cumbersome and time-consuming [22],
[25]. With the equation assembly features presented here
this problem can be solved in a very efficient and elegant
way. Since the contact currents are available as solution
variables their derivatives with respect to the contact
voltages are contained in the system matrix.

For the assembly of the circuit matrix MINIMOS-NT
employs the modified nodal approach (MNA). How-
ever, to be compatible with the constitutive relation
formulation used for the semiconductor equations
(f(x)=0) the constitutive relation for the device compact
models are formulated in the same way rather than
directly calculating linearized circuit elements.

In the case of a mixed-mode simulation Eq. 13 is
replaced by

fwC
¼ wC � uC ¼ 0; ð39Þ

with /C being the node voltage of the circuit node
connected to the device. This can be interpreted as a
zero-valued voltage source connecting the circuit node
to the device (see Fig. 9). The constitutive relation for
/C follows from KCL and reads

fuC
¼
X

i
IDi þ IC ¼ 0; ð40Þ

with IDi being the currents of the compact models con-
nected to the same node. In terms of the familiar MNA
stamps

jx, y /C wC IC RHS

/C 0 0 -1 f k
uC

wC 1 -1 0 f k
wC

IC 0 0 -1 f k
IC

Better
Preconditioning

Possible?

Time Limit?
Maximum Iteration

Count?

Scaling

No Solution
Possible

Solver Iteration

Preconditioning

Parameter Set of the
Previous Solver Run

Determination
of a Better

Parameter Set

Parameter Set

Determination
of an Optimal

Parameter Set for
the Next Solving Process
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Convergence
Achieved?

Fig. 8 The hierarchical concept
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For the same one-dimensional contact the relevant
part of the linear equation system reads

Eliminating w0, n0, wC, and IC yields the desired
result

7 Conclusions

We presented the concept and implementation of an
advanced assembly module successfully applied in the
device and circuit simulator MINIMOS-NT. The module
provides all conceptional and numerical features re-
quired for assembling and solving linear systems arising
from semiconductor device and circuit simulation. We
developed a formulation which allows the independent
treatment of segments, boundaries, and interface mod-
els. Boundary and interface conditions are dealt with
separately by the boundary and interface models. All
fluxes over boundaries are available as solution vari-
ables, which simplifies the formulation of boundary
conditions and circuit equations. In addition, a physi-
cally motivated variable transformation can be applied.
Equations can be preeliminated to improve the condi-
tion of the system matrix of the resulting linear system.
The remaining inner system can be passed to specific
sorting and scaling plug-ins and is finally solved by
using one of the algorithms provided by the solver
module.

The presented concepts result in superior stability of
MINIMOS-NT without restricting model implementation
and further development. The general approach for
treating boundary conditions and several precondition-
ing measures yield diagonal-dominant linear equation
systems well prepared for advanced solver algorithms.
As a result boundary conditions for specific operating
points can be directly applied without successively
stepping to the desired value as is very common even in
commercial simulators.

Appendix

As an example consider a simple ohmic boundary
condition for the electron concentration ni = N0 with
N0 being a constant value depending only on the
doping of the semiconductor. To further simplify the
example we only consider the static Poisson equation
and the static continuity equation for electrons. Fur-
thermore, the separate variable for the electron contact
current ICn is omitted. For a one-dimensional device
(index 0 refers to the incomplete point at the contact, 1
to the first complete point), the segment constitutive
relations read

f S
w0
¼ W01 þ q � n0 � V0 6¼ 0; ð41Þ

f S
w1
¼ W10 þW12 þ q � n1 � V1 ¼ 0; ð42Þ

f S
n0 ¼ I01 6¼ 0; ð43Þ

f S
n1 ¼ I01 þ I12 ¼ 0; ð44Þ

with

Wi;j ¼ Wðwi;wjÞ ¼ �Wji

jx, y w0 n0 wC IC /C RHS

w0 -1 0 1 0 0 f k
w0

n0 0 -1 0 0 0 f k
n0

wC 0 0 -1 0 1 f k
wC

IC �@I01=@w0 @I01=@n0 0 -1 0 f k
IC

/C 0 0 0 -1 0 f k
uC

jx, y /C RHS

/C �@I01=@w0 � f k
wC
þ f k

IC � f k
n0 � @I01=@n0

� @I01=@w0 � ðf k
w0
þ f k

wC
Þ

Fig. 9 Contact handling for mixed-mode problems
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Ii;j ¼ Iðni; nj;wi;wjÞ ¼ �Iji:

At the boundary, the constitutive relations are

fw0
¼ w0 � wC ¼ 0; ð45Þ

fn0 ¼ n0 � N0 ¼ 0; ð46Þ
fIC ¼ IC þ f S

n0 ¼ 0; ð47Þ
fQC
¼ QC þ f S

w0
¼ 0: ð48Þ

The boundary constitutive relations will be used to
determine the quantity values at the boundary while the
segment constitutive relations will be used to build up an
expression for the boundary charge QC and for the
boundary current IC. This is done by the boundary
models which set the appropriate entries in the trans-
formation matrix TB. The solution vector x contains the
following quantities

x ¼ w0;w1; . . . n0; n1; . . . wC; IC;QC; . . .ð ÞT: ð49Þ

For voltage controlled contacts with V0 applied to the
contact one gets (50), when applying the current I0 to the
contact fwC

changes to (51).

fwC
¼ wC � V0 ¼ 0; ð50Þ

fwC
¼ IC � I0 ¼ 0: ð51Þ

The contact related entries in the three matrices (Ab

+ TbÆ As) are assembled as follows (the complete
equations such as Eqs. 42 or 44 are assembled in As only
and have Tb diagonal entries of 1):

The compiled linear equation system for iteration
step k is

As the constitutive relations for the quantities w0, n0,
and IC are preeliminated one ends up with the following
equation for wC:
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